Abstract. If the left multiplication group of a loop is simple, then the loop is simple. We use this observation to give examples of infinite simple Bol loops.
Introduction
A loop satisfying the identity x(y · xz) = (x · yx)z is a (left) Bol loop. It is generally agreed that the most significant open problem in loop theory today is the existence or nonexistence of finite, simple Bol loops which are not Moufang. In this note, we give examples of infinite simple Bol loops. The construction of the loops is well-known, and all we actually need to do is to compute the left multiplication group, which turns out to be simple. It follows from a lemma in §1 that the loop is simple, as well.
In §2 we recall the construction based on SL(n, F ) over suitable fields F to obtain examples. In §3 we use a result of Rózga [7] on Lie groups of noncompact type to obtain even more examples.
The example from SL(2, R) has been treated in detail in [6, §22] . In particular, it is shown that the topological left multiplication group is PSL(2, R), a simple group. Our results imply that PSL(2, R) is also the (combinatorial) left multiplication group, which is what we need for our conclusion.
It turns out that all of the examples we provide satisfy the automorphic inverse property (xy) −1 = x −1 y −1 . Bol loops satisfying this property are known by various names: K-loops [5] , Bruck loops [1] , or gyrocommutative gyrogroups [3] . We do not know of any simple, proper Bol loops not satisfying the automorphic inverse property.
In the finite case, it is known that a simple K-loop, if such a loop exists, must consist only of elements of order a power of 2 [1] . By contrast, the infinite simple K-loops described here are uniquely 2-divisible, that is, the squaring map is a permutation.
Our notation conventions follow [5] . Mappings act on the left of their arguments. For a loop L, we denote left translations by λ x y := xy.
is just an isomorphic copy of M ℓ , but is more convenient for some purposes.
Then there is a factor loop L/N and a canonical epimorphism L → L/N with kernel N. Conversely, the kernel of any homomorphism is a normal subloop, see [2, IV] 
As in [2, IV.1] one shows
Indeed, one computes θ * (λ a ) = λ θ(a) , and the rest is straightforward. See also [6, 1.7] .
A loop is called simple if every normal subloop is trivial. As an immediate corollary we get Theorem 1.2. If M ℓ is simple, then L is simple.
Examples
We now will now use Theorem 1.2 to show the simplicity of certain K-loops.
Let R be an ordered field, and let K := R(i), where i 2 = −1. Then K has a unique nonidentity automorphism z →z, which fixes R elementwise and maps i to −i. This will also be applied componentwise to matrices over K. Let n ≥ 2 be a fixed integer and consider the set L of positive definite symmetric, resp. hermitian n × n-matrices over R, resp., K. We assume that R is n-real, i.e., the characteristic polynomial of every matrix in L splits over K (in fact over R) into linear factors.
Remark 2.1. An ordered field is 2-real if and only if it is pythagorean. Therefore, every n-real field is pythagorean. Real closed fields are nreal for every n. See [5] for more on n-real fields.
Furthermore, let G = SL(n, F ), and Ω = SO(n, R), or Ω = SU(n, K),
Then Ω is a subgroup of G and L G is a transversal containing I n , the n × n identity matrix. In particular,
By [5, (9. 2)] we have
is a K-loop, and therefore a Bol loop.
Our aim is to show
Proof. Indeed, we will show that M ℓ = PSL(n, F ), which is a simple group. The desired result will then follow from Theorem 1.2. Consider the map Φ :
where [5, (9.3 .1)] we have D = { ω; ω ∈ Ω}, so Φ is well-defined and surjective.
Let g = Aω, g ′ = Bω ′ ∈ G be decomposed as in the definition of Φ. Then
Thus Φ is an epimorphism. Then N := ker(Φ) = {ω ∈ Ω : ω(A) = A, ∀A ∈ L G }, that is, N is the centralizer of L G inside Ω. By [5, (1.22) ] N is the center of SL(n, F ). Therefore,
is a simple group (see, e.g., [8, 10.8.4] or [4, II.6 .13]).
Examples from Simple Lie Groups
Let G be a noncompact Lie group which is simple as an abstract group. Then G has a simple Lie algebra. By [7, §6] , there exists a subgroup Ω < G and a subset L ⊂ G such that L is a transversal of G/Ω and L is a K-loop. Indeed, L and Ω come from the Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra of G. 
